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Resources provided by Dr. Ian Fialho and Bryan Murphy from The Boeing Company

1) The Boeing You Tube Channel: Has all the videos presented plus other interesting videos about Boeing commercial and military products
   https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9lEkpr46ScgjWU79HF5qQ

2) Great resource for space-related stuff. Look especially at the Why Space -> Space in your life, to learn about how innovations developed on space programs translate to our everyday lives
   http://www.beyondearth.com

3) Another great Boeing website about our space programs: ISS, CST-100 and SLS
   http://www.buildsomethingbetter.com/#/space

4) A link to the You Tube video about the International Space Station Treadmill Vibration Isolation System (T2-VIS) that Ian and Bryan helped design, develop and test on-orbit
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ikouWcXhd0

5) A link to the paper-plate speaker that some of the teachers were interested in
   http://www.instructables.com/id/Styrofoam-Plate-Speaker

6) The full wind turbine curriculum will be on the Teaching Channel website sometime this summer
   https://www.teachingchannel.org